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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy
nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat
nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit
praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
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nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat
include:
nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit
praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

Personalized, OneOn-One Consulting
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publisher’S LETTER BY ron ameln

It’s The Drivers, Stupid!

Want To Grow Your Business,
Start Focusing On What Really Moves Your Numbers

O

ne of the great things about my job each day is interacting with business owners.
I’m able to speak with all types of small- and mid-sized business owners, and we
often talk about how things are shaping up in their businesses.

The response I hear more than anything: “We’re stuck.”

Revenues are flat, profits won’t budge, can’t find savings in cost of goods, etc. As business owners who are thinking about the post-Covid economic boom for 2021 and 2022,
we’re all looking to get over the hump. How can we accomplish this feat?
I certainly don’t have all the answers, but I can tell you that the businesses that hit the
hump can usually make it over by changing their focus from their critical numbers or key
performance indicators (KPIs) to their drivers.
Here’s what I mean. At our annual retreats and
strategy sessions, we’ll all post up numbers we want to
achieve in the coming year (i.e., profit, cost of goods
sold, income, expenses, etc.). We’ll then shake hands
and come out working toward those goals. While that’s
certainly nice, it doesn’t inspire people in the company
to actually move those numbers. The only way to accomplish that is through the right drivers.
Here’s what I would suggest. Come up with two critical numbers in your business. These will be the most
important numbers to your success in the next year.
Post these numbers for all to see, and then peel back the
layers and find out what activities will really (I mean, really) drive those numbers. Have
your employees help. Then, focus and track those drivers. If you succeed at the drivers,
you’ll start to see the critical goal numbers move in a positive direction.
Here’s a real-world example. Let’s say you want to lose weight. You weigh 175, and
your goal weight is 160. That is your critical number, 160. Just knowing that number,
however, isn’t going to help you lose 15 pounds. In fact, that number is really a snapshot
of the past. It tells you about past behavior but nothing about the future.

Royal Banks
o f

M i s s o u r i

Investing in Our Communities
One Charity at a Time

That’s where the drivers come into play. What are your drivers? How about walking
one hour each day? How about only eating 1,300 calories each day?
The drivers are the activities that will influence your critical number. So, in our example, if you start charting and scoring your hours of exercise and your calories each day,
there is no way you won’t lose weight. And there is no way your weight won’t hit 160.
The same holds true in your company. Start focusing on the drivers that change the
critical numbers or KPIs of the business. If you are in sales, start focusing on the activities that bring business. If you work in a warehouse, start focusing on quality activities.
If you want to get un-stuck, it’s time to take a deeper look at your activities and stop
focusing so much on just the critical numbers. If you manage your drivers well, your
critical numbers will take care of themselves.
It seems simple. However, all of us get so wrapped up in the day-to-day operations of
our business that we sometimes lose sight of the simple.
Each month SBM provides helpful advice and features that always get owners to think
about growing their companies. That’s the easy part. The hard part is finding those
drivers and sticking with them. As you read these articles each month, please keep these
drivers in mind.
As we start thinking about post-Covid recoveries, 					
start thinking about your drivers.n
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ASK THE BANKER

SALES MOVES BY mark hunter

Presented by:

Four Stories Great Salespeople Tell

A

s an experienced sales professional,
no doubt you already tell a few stories. But how do you know you’re
telling the right ones? Which stories
should you be telling that are the most
important?
That’s a question Paul Smith has
thought a lot about. He first answered it
for salespeople in 2016 in his bestselling
book, Sell with a Story, where he outlined
25 of the most common stories salespeople tell.
In his latest book, The 10 Stories Great
Leaders Tell, Paul tackles that question for
leaders in any field. And four of the ten
are absolutely critical for salespeople.
After interviewing more than 300
CEOs, leaders, and salespeople in 25
countries around the world about their
use of storytelling in business, here’s his
conclusion about the ten most important
stories any leader needs to be able to tell
at a moment’s notice:
1. Where we came from (our founding
story)
2. Why we can’t stay here (a case-forchange story)
3. Where we’re going (a vision story)
4. How we’re going to get there (a strategy
story)
5. What we believe (a corporate-values
story)
6. Who we serve (a customer story)
7. What we do for our customers (a sales
story)
8. How we’re different from our competitors (a marketing story)
9. Why I lead the way I do (a leadershipphilosophy story)
10. Why you should want to work here (a
recruiting story)
According to Paul, salespeople must
master numbers 1, 6, 7, and 8.
You can find an example of each story
in the book, along with tips about how to
find and craft your own. But to give you a
flavor of these stories, here’s an example
of #8:

WWW.SBMON.COM

#8: How We’re Different from Our
Competitors
Sharad Madison is the CEO of the
commercial cleaning company, United
Building Maintenance. When he’s trying
to explain how his company is different
from his many competitors, he often tells
the following story about what he does
when he acquires a new client.
“When we take over a new contract,
we typically have a thirty-day transition
period. We take that time to go into the
new building in the middle of the night to
see how they’re cleaning it, to find out if
they’re properly trained and have the right
tools.
“For example, we recently took over the
contract for the Verizon building in New
Jersey. That’s a 1.7-million-square-foot
property across several buildings. So, we
went in and found a guy vacuuming the
carpet. It turns out, he was using the same
kind of residential-quality vacuum cleaner
you probably use at home. Now, those
hallways are twelve feet wide and over half
a mile long. Can you imagine trying to
clean the whole property with the same
machine you use at home? It could take a
week, and it still wouldn’t be very clean.
Plus, that vacuum will have to be replaced
every few months.
“When we took over, we ordered him
a triple-wide, industrial-strength vacuum
that’ll do the job in less than half the time
and last forever.
“Then we went to another floor and
found someone shampooing those same
carpets with a regular walk-behind shampooer. Again, that could take all night just
to shampoo that one floor. We put him in
a high-speed riding shampooer that could
do the job in a fraction of the time, with
much better results. Plus, it gets the guy
off his feet. It’s safer for him and means
fewer workman’s comp issues for me and
the client.
“Then we got to the offices and started
looking at the top of the file cabinets. You

What Are The Key
Documents Needed 		
For A Business Loan?

could see half-moons swiped out on
top of them. I know exactly why that
happens. Those cabinets were five and
a half feet tall and several of the people
cleaning them were shorter than that.
So, it’s not that they’re lazy. They just
couldn’t reach high enough to clean all
the way to the back.
“We just gave them all these little
plastic extension wands so they could
reach all the way to the back with their
dust cloths. Problem solved.”
Why the Story Works
Now, compare that story to how
Sharad might explain his points of
differentiation if he was using the more
typical “features and benefits” type of
selling language. It would sound something like this: “What makes us different is that we equip our cleaners with
triple-wide, industrial-strength vacuum
cleaners, high-speed riding shampooers,
and extension wands for dusting.”
And that’s true. Those are the facts.
But the story is far more compelling
because with his original story, buyers
can see all those pieces of equipment
in use. They can see in their mind’s eye
the guy going from the cheap vacuum
cleaner to the triple-wide one. They can
picture the guy riding around on the
shampooer like a Zamboni driver on
an ice-skating rink. They can see, very
clearly, someone easily cleaning all the
way to the back of a tall, dusty cabinet
with a plastic extension wand.
You don’t just need sales pitches. You
need sales stories.
To learn more, check out The 10
Stories Great Leaders Tell. You can read
more about Paul at his website: www.
leadwithastory.com. n
Mark Hunter, of The Sales Hunter sales
motivation blog, is the author of “High-Profit
Prospecting: Powerful Strategies to Find the
Best Leads and Drive Breakthrough Sales
Results.”

Loan documentation and the complexity
of the loan request will vary by bank. The
request usually includes an application,
personal financial statement, personal tax
returns, business tax returns and current
business financial statements. If a borrower
is seeking a loan for a startup business or
business expanding to a new location,
the bank will need projections for the
business. Your banker may have questions
after reviewing this initial documention
so be prepared to provide additional 		
information.

Is My Personal Credit
Score Important In Securing
A Business Loan?
A borrower’s personal credit score is one of
several qualifications banks use to extend
business loans. A personal credit score
helps banks determine a borrower’s credit
strength. A credit score reflects how you
have paid your existing personal debt. A
good credit score and no late payments is
a good indication that a borrower will pay a
business loan as agreed. Some banks have
minimum credit score requirements that
borrowers must meet. Knowing your credit
score prior to applying for a business loan will
be helpful for the bank and borrower during
the application process. n

Answers provided by Scott Clark, Vice President,
Commercial Lending at Simmons Bank. He can
be reached at 314.854.4523 or scott.clark@
simmonsbank.com.
Note: We are excited to announce that
Simmons Bank is our new contributor to
Ask The Banker. Simmons Bank bankers will
be providing their banking advice and 		
guidance to our readers and followers.
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MASTERING LINKEDIN
by kATHY BERNARD

What’s Your Social Selling Index?
LinkedIn Will Tell You
Are you doing enough on LinkedIn to
reach your prospects on the platform? LinkedIn’s Social Selling Index (SSI) can tell you
how well you are practicing relational sales
on LinkedIn and how you can do better.
SSI is an analytical tool that shows you
how successful you are in four equally weighted attributes: 1) developing your brand, 2)
connecting with the right people, 3) engaging
with insights (finding and sharing news and
information), and 4) establishing relationships on LinkedIn.
To learn your social selling score, visit
business.linkedin.com/sales-solutions/socialselling/the-social-selling-index-ssi, and then
click “Get your score free.”
To improve your score, craft your profile
with your customers in mind. Talk about the
services you offer and feature the benefits

they seek. Publish meaningful posts. Identify
and connect with better prospects by using
LinkedIn premium research and search tools
like Sales Navigator or Business Premium.
Share engaging updates on your home page
news feed to build relationships.
Why go to the trouble? According to
LinkedIn, 78% of salespeople who engage
in social selling outsell their peers who don’t
take advantage of social media. Plus, according to LinkedIn, those with a high social
selling score are 51% more likely to meet
their sales quotas. So, check out how you
score, make needed changes, and see your
sales soar! n
Kathy Bernard (kathy@wiseru.com), CEO
of WiserU.com, is a St. Louis-based LinkedIn
expert/trainer who equips businesses to maximize
LinkedIn for sales, marketing, or fundraising.

ENTREPRENEUR’S TOOLBOX
by JAMES CANADA

Happy Employees Add Value

The Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District
and Executive Director/CEO
Brian Hoelscher congratulate Manager
of Diversity Programs, Shonnah Paredes
2021 Supplier Diversity Heroes

2350 MARKET STREET • ST. LOUIS, MO 63103
314-768-6260 • MSDPROJECTCLEAR.ORG
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Feedback is an essential element of success. Not only do you need to know what
your customers expect from you, but also
your client-facing managers and employees
must understand what both you and your
clients expect from them. Likewise, it’s
crucial that employees feel they can communicate their perspectives so you can help
them accomplish both your goals for them
and their aspirations for themselves.
Results-Based Performance (RBP) Reviews
are an effective tool that supports employee
satisfaction. Their purposes are to:
n Promote consistency in performance and
evaluation across the practice.
n Serve as input to individual performance
planning.
n Enable staff to realize performance expectations at each level.
n Create a baseline for setting and measuring performance.
In the coming months, we’ll dig into how
to implement effective RBP Reviews and
illustrate how they promote four MissionCritical Success Factors in every business.
These factors are:
n Financial Success: Valued clients and employees will be attracted and retained by the
financial success that results from services
and goods that exceed the quality, value, and

effectiveness of those from competitors.
n Customer Satisfaction: Quality services
and goods will ensure that clients remain
loyal and longtime customers.
n Industry Leadership: By surpassing
competitors, your company will be seen as a
leader in the field – one that develops services and goods that enable your clients to take
advantage of business opportunities.
n Employee Satisfaction: Quality service
depends on qualified and satisfied employees. Your company will attract and retain
the best and brightest who will want to be
part of a successful enterprise and industry
leader.
We sometimes fixate on pleasing our
customers and vendors, both of whom are
vital to our success. However, never forget
that your employees are equally important.
Effective RBP Reviews can ensure a happy
and fulfilled workforce that will only add to
the value of services and goods you provide
to clients. n

James H. Canada is managing partner/CEO
for Alliance Technologies LLC, ITEN mentor
and author of “Corporate to Entrepreneur:
Strategies for Success.” Contact Jim at james.
canada@alliancetechnologiesllc.com, 636-7342337 or www.alliancetechnologiesllc.com.
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CYBER SECURITY INTELLIGENCE
by DAVID WREN

no sweat public speaking
by fred miller

Would You Like To
Be A Better Speaker?

Stay Secure!
Data Breach Or Cyber Incident?

I

’m a huge fan of America’s native
spirit, bourbon. My wife and I enjoy
a few trips a year to bourbon country
(Kentucky) to visit some of our favorite
distilleries and hopefully find a few rare,
hard-to-get bottles to bring home and
enjoy with our friends and family.
On May 4, 1964, the United States
Congress recognized bourbon as our
country’s national spirit, a unique product exclusively produced in the U.S. Much
like scotch comes from Scotland, bourbon is all American. There are rules and
regulations for producing and advertising
bourbon. Otherwise, it would simply
be whiskey (or whisky without an ‘e’ in
some countries) -- hence the saying, “All
bourbon is whiskey, but not all whiskey is
bourbon.”
What are these bourbon rules and
regulations? Here are the basics. Bourbon must be made using at least 51%
corn, distilled no more than 160 proof,
and aged in a new, charred oak barrel,
and must not be placed into the barrel
at higher than 125 proof. Only whiskey
produced in the United States following
this method can be labeled bourbon.
Technically speaking, bourbon has no
age requirement. However, additional
legal requirements in the “bourbon universe” further define categories that you
may see on bourbon labels. Examples
include “straight bourbon,” “bottled
in Bond,” “aged 10 years,” and even
“doubled oaked.” They are finished in a
different style of barrel or in a barrel with
staves for greater complexity in flavor and
richness.
As you can tell, I have a passion for our
native spirit and a similar passion for cyber security. Over the past several weeks,
my team and I have been busy working
several “cyber incidents.” Typically, we
work on two or three per month, and occasionally we go a month without working
on one at all. However, in the past month,
we have worked on more than a dozen.
Fortunately, in these cases, there was no
WWW.SBMON.COM

“data breach.”
In many cases, when our
team arrives, we commonly
hear, “We’ve been hacked,” or
“We’ve been breached.” As you
can imagine, there is often a
level of panic given the uncertainty of such events.
Using proper terminology
and clarifying the interpretation around an event are critical, and our team is prepared
and trained to handle both. By
definition, a “cyber incident”
is an event that could jeopardize the
confidentiality, integrity, or availability
of digital information or information systems. Furthermore, a cyber incident leads
to a violation of an organization’s security
policies, puts sensitive data at risk to exposure, and can compromise the functionality of network resources and availability.
A “data breach” is a specific type of
security incident. Much like bourbon, “All
data breaches are security incidents, but
not all security incidents are data breaches.” A data breach exposes confidential,
sensitive, or protected information to an
unauthorized person. The breach needs
to be confirmed through some level of
forensic analysis, and the inspection will
show what data were compromised and
the extent to which the actor was able to
gain access.
There are rules around data breaches.
These rules can vary by state, contract,
vendor, insurance carrier, and so on. No
organization is immune to the risk of a cyber incident or data breach, and both can
be very costly. One of the most important
steps you can take is to be prepared.
Understand the risk to your organization and the potential impact of both a
crippling cyber incident, where your email
or other systems may be down for several
days, and a full data breach, which requires a notification to be sent to all your
clients and business partners.
A couple of years ago, a large organiza-

tion that was under a sustained, crippling
denial-of-service (DDoS) attack called our
office for help. They had contacted their
service provider and a couple of other security firms for recommendations, which
ranged in cost from tens of thousands of
dollars per month to more than $200,000
per year. We were able to give them relief
within an hour, and we fully remediated
the problem with improved operational
efficiency for around $500 per month.
I tell this story because that organization was unprepared. When they called
their carrier and other service providers
for help, they were in a panic. That panic
translated into opportunity for the carrier
and service providers, and their rates were
exorbitant. Too often, we come across
organizations that called others for help
in a time of need, and we find they were
overcharged and underserved.
We expect the current trend of increased cyber incidents to continue
through 2021. There are simple steps you
can take to protect your organization and
clients, some of which we have covered in
previous articles. Developing and implementing a good cyber security plan can
save you tens of thousands of dollars; help
you to be prepared; and point you to the
best people and time to call.n
David Wren, CISM, is President of Network
Technology Partners, a regional Cyber Security
Intelligence firm headquartered in St. Louis,
Mo. He can be reached at dwren@ntp-inc.com.

Here’s one of my best tips.
Write!
That’s correct, write! Blog regularly, at least
every other week. After you’ve written a
post, make an audio recording. I upload
mine into an iTunes podcast channel. Two
benefits accrue:
1. Doing so is another way for Google to
find you.
2. Many people prefer listening to reading.
(Note the popularity of podcasts and audio
books.)
The first time I completed the process was
a very humbling experience! Listening to
my writing, I found grammatical errors. I
found spelling errors. I found ways to improve my language. Making those changes
made my article much better.
Listening to myself speak the first time
was another humbling experience! Sometimes I mumbled. Sometimes my voice
faded. Sometimes, I spoke in a monotone.
I re-recorded the post until I got it right.
Listening to my recording was one of best
things I’ve ever done, and now I record
myself every time I write a blog post.
Written Post + Audio Post = Better Writing and Better Speaking
Now, take my suggestion to the next level,
and do this! Make a Video.
If hearing yourself speak is tough, then
seeing and hearing yourself is even tougher. However, the risk is absolutely worth
the reward. You don’t need fancy video
equipment. Your phone will work fine.
When watching the playback, you’ll see
your nonverbal communication: facial expressions, gestures, and body movements.
These nonverbal elements will trump your
words every time because people believe
what they see. Adjust your nonverbal communication as needed as you record more
videos.
The combination of Written Post + Video
Post will absolutely take your presentations to another level! n
Fred Miller (fred@NoSweatPublicSpeaking.com) is a
Speaker, International Coach
and Author. Businesses and
individuals hire him to improve
their public speaking and
presentaiton skills.
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financial fitness
by karen stern

A Property Tax Assessment
Review Is Critical In 2021 —
Here’s Why

In Missouri, 2021 is a property tax reassessment year. As always, this could mean
an increase in your tax liability. With the
added effects of COVID-19 on property
values to consider, this also means that
values – and your tax liability – could
decrease. However, whether values will be
reduced enough to reflect the economic
problems caused by the pandemic remains
to be seen.
Regardless of how 2021 property value is
ultimately assessed, a review of your assessment in the current market is crucial
because that assessment will hold for the
next two tax years and will keep your tax
liability to a minimum.
Here are some key items to note as you
await your 2021 assessment notice:
n In Missouri, property value assessment
notices will be sent out during April and
May. Review your notice immediately once
it arrives.
n In most Missouri counties, notices will
only be sent out if the assessed value is
higher than the previous value. A notice is
not required if the assessed value is the
same as or lower than the previous reassessment.
n Assessments must be based on fair
market value as of January 1, 2021.
n If you have made substantial changes
to a property, such as an expansion or new
construction, conducting a review can be
particularly prudent.
n The deadline to file a formal assessment
appeal in Missouri will be either June 21,
2021, or July 12, 2021.
If you own commercial property, consider hiring an experienced property tax
consultant who can review your property
characteristics to identify savings opportunities. Property tax experts can also
complete a review of your assessment and
work through the appeals process on your
behalf, if necessary.
To learn more, contact Kevin Scoles, Director, Real Estate Property Tax at Brown
Smith Wallace, at kscoles@bswllc.com. n
Karen Stern, CPA, (kstern@
bswllc.com), partner in charge,
Brown Smith Wallace Entrepreneurial Services Group, provides
tax and accounting services for
companies ranging from startups to $20 million in revenue.

HIGH VOLTAGE MARKETING
by TOM RUWITCH

Ditch The Big Words

L

ast month, I listened to one of
those podcasts that recommends
new music, and a critic said this
about a song: “It’s casual profundity.”
The co-host agreed.
My reaction: “What the heck is “casual
profundity!?”
I looked it up. According to Webster’s,
profundity means “intellectual depth” or
“the quality or state of being profound
or deep.”
Ahhh. Profund-ity equals profound.
I get it now. But I still don’t get what
it means to describe a song as “casual
profundity.”
This podcast was on National Public
Radio. NPR attracts listeners who like to
think of themselves as smart.
So maybe it makes sense for an NPR
critic to describe a song as “casual
profundity.” NPR listeners hear those
big words, and it reminds them that
they have big brains. Many of those bigbrained NPR listeners nod along with
the review -- even if they don’t know
what the big words mean.
There was a time when I would nod
along like that. I would never admit not
knowing “profundity.”
I liked to use big words back then.
I opened Webster’s not to decode big
words, but rather to choose a big word
to replace a small word. The bigger the
word, the smarter I sounded, I thought.
But no longer. I admit it now: “I don’t
know “profundity.”
I prefer small words. I prefer simplicity.
If I ran a radio network that catered to
people who like to think of themselves
as smart, I might view this differently.
But I’m a marketer. And I help people
deliver their stories clearly and concisely.
So prospects get it. So prospects respond. So prospects buy.
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Marketers don’t want prospects to
think, “What the heck does that mean!?”
That’s bad for sales.
So when you write your business stories,
when you write sales copy, look out for
those big words. Get rid of ‘em.
There’s often a simpler word. A shorter
word. A more widely known word.
That simpler, shorter, more widely
known word means the same as the big
word. The small word paints the same
picture, tells the same story.

And because it’s a small word, not a
big word, more people understand the
story. Fewer people will say, “What the
heck does that mean?!”
That’s the point. When you tell a
story, you want it to connect. n
Tom Ruwitch is Founder and CEO of
Story Power Marketing. Coaches, consultants,
and other thought leaders choose Story Power
to attract more leads, keep them engaged and
interested, and inspire them to act. More at
StoryPowerMarketing.com.
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I believe my success has come from my
-"(',+(&!-+2$++(.)-(&--!"+.,"',,(#-"/,
ability to adapt and be persistent. I am

Six Questions With Angela Garland, CEO of Exit 11

 

 

.

Exit 11 Owners, Scott Garland and Angela Garland.
WHAT LED YOU TO YOUR
INDUSTRY?
The hybrid coffee shop/coworking
concept was a 20-year vision of mine. I
worked for my mom in the shared office
industry in my twenties, which led me to
opening my own center in 2015. Specialty coffee was supposed to be a marketing
arm of the business, but it caught on—
and after a few years in business, we saw
an unmet need in the community, thus
leading us to open our first drive-thru in
2019.
WHAT WAS THE SMARTEST
THING YOUR COMPANY DID IN
THE PAST YEAR?
Modernizing our inventory system. With
our growing inventory needs, we now
order in bulk and even bought a van to
pick up our 200+ gallons of milk a week
(yes, 200).
WWW.SBMON.COM

WHAT’S THE HOTTEST TREND IN
YOUR INDUSTRY, AND ARE YOU
GOING TO JUMP ON BOARD?
Drive-thrus and roasting—and we’re
already doing both!
WHAT’S THE BEST PART OF YOUR
JOB?
People and more people. The women
who work for us genuinely enjoy what
they do, and we love investing in them
(we like to consider them our “bonus
kids”). I also love to see that my fellow
Rotarians, Chamber members, friends
and leaders in the community choose
our coffee—and they love that we know
their drink order!
WHAT BEST ADVICE WOULD YOU
SHARE WITH NEW ENTREPRENEURS?
ST. LOUIS SMALL BUSINESS MONTHLY / MAY 2021 9

SPECIAL REPORT: TECHNOLOGY

Upgrading Software And Hardware, Why The Pain Might Be Worth It - Part Two Of Three
by scott M. lewis

B

efore you start an upgrade, what
are some of the checklist items you
should consider? Some software
vendors prefer to do upgrades themselves,
which could be an excellent option because
the vendor is then responsible for the
upgrade’s success. Other vendors will leave
the process to paid consultants or allow
your internal staff to perform the upgrade.
However, hiring a consultant to perform
the work might be money well spent. Each
option has pros and cons, but you need to
follow a process regardless of who is applying the upgrade. According to eLearning
Industry, here are some of the steps you
should take before you start any application or operating-system upgrade.
n Publicize your intention to upgrade,
and engage owners, end-users, trainers, administrators, and other software vendors.
Such communication will allow you to
work through compatibility issues, discuss
how the upgrade will affect each party, and
identify what may be required, such as testing and reporting issues.
n Choose a change control planning team
and be aware that technical issues are only
some of the issues that may arise during an
application upgrade. Typically, the most
significant gap in this process is communication with people who are not directly
involved in the process, creating public
relations issues on the upgrade’s backside.
Often, third-party consultants or developers may need to be in the loop on the
upgrade’s timing and testing.
n During the site and software review,
document and track customizations within
the software or applications that push or
pull data from the software to be upgraded. Specifications regarding hardware and
software settings open a door of retreat if
the upgrade goes sideways. Documentation
also will allow integrated third-party applications or hosted applications to connect
and be tested following the proper upgrade
process.
n Develop upgrade and roll-out plans.
Who is going to do the upgrade? Are you
upgrading only one application, or other
applications and add-ons that need to be
upgraded at the same time? Does your
current hardware and operating systems
support the software upgrade? Consider
the timeline. When, how long, and what
human resources will you need to test the
upgrade and any integrated software? If the
upgrade extends to workstations, who is
performing this task? Can these upgrades
be pushed from the server? Who is communicating with the end-users, and what
do the upgrades mean for them?
n Back up! I cannot say enough to back up
your systems, software, and data. Unless

you have the system capacity to ultimately
build a new system and run the new and
old in parallel, your only saving grace will
be your backup. Don’t just do a backup,
but also a test restore. Make sure that the
backup is usable and there are no issues
that will come back to bite you later.
When upgrading hardware, remember
the basic housekeeping tasks that also
need to be done, regardless of your servers,
workstations, or even your phone system.
Completing these tasks will make things
easier for you and remove some of the risks
from the upgrade. Uninstall unnecessary
software, such as apps, software that was in
use for years but has been discontinued, or
test software. It might be time to remove
that software completely from the system,
or at least from the production system
unless you are keeping it for historical reasons. There are reasons you might want to
keep such software (or databases) around;
however, move them to a separate system
that operates independently of your production system. By isolating old software
and operating systems, you can protect
the integrity of historical data and avoid
compromising your production security or
slowing down the production system.
Scan your system for viruses, malware,
crypto, and ransomware. The last thing you
need is to have a ransomware virus execute
in the middle of your software or hardware
upgrade, which will make a long night
even longer and more frustrating. If the
inevitable happens, your backup could save
you, so make sure you have a well-tested
backup. Viruses have become very intelligent and, in some cases, are more destructive now than ever before. Some can
be triggered by events; they hide on
your network and wait for a specific
condition to exist, then they activate
and spread.
Defragment your system, or
complete general, disk-management
steps to ensure that you do not have
a hard drive that’s failing or compromising the upgrade process. It is
much easier to make sure that your
system is in good shape before you
upgrade. I know that sounds contradictory to why you are upgrading,
but systems in good health stand
a higher chance of being in good
health following the upgrade.
Watch for Part Three of this article in next month’s Small Business
Monthly! n
Scott Lewis is the President and CEO
of Winning Technologies Group of
Companies, which includes Liberty One
Software. Scott has more than 36 years
of experience in the technology industry
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and is a nationally recognized speaker and
author on technology subjects. Scott has worked
with hundreds of large and small businesses
to empower them to use technology to improve
work processes, increase productivity, and reduce
costs. Scott has designed thousands of systems
for large, medium, and small companies, and

Winning Technologies’ goal is to work with
companies on the selection, implementation,
management, and support of technology resources. Learn more about Winning Technologies at
www.winningtech.com or call 877-379-8279. To
learn more about Business Manager 365, visit
www.businessmanager365.com.

Protect your company with
DARK WEB MONITORING
&
PROACTIVE THREAT
HUNTING
Proactively Manage
& Minimize Risk!
24/7 Monitoring &
Rapid Response Team!
NTP offers a broad range of solutions to help your
organization monitor, defend, and respond to today’s
continually evolving cyber threats.

636-458-4995 • NTPCyberSecurity.com
WWW.SBMON.COM

Congratulations Kristi Randall!
Artur Express congratulates our own
Kristi Randall on being named one of the
2021 Wonder Women. Thank you
for your leadership and dedication as a
changemaker in creating a community
where all people thrive.
arturexpress.com

CONGRATULATIONS!

Economic Recovery Is Right
Around the Corner

Rhonda Carter Adams has been chosen as a
2021 Supplier Diversity Hero.

We can help you re-open your business,
start a new business, or buy or sell a business.

314.726.1000

WWW.SBMON.COM

It is well-deserved recognition. She continues to
help MBE/WBE businesses grow and prosper.
Rhonda’s efforts go above and beyond to help
minority businesses in the community.
We are proud of her!

dannamckitrick.com
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COMPANY NAME

CONTACT INFORMATION

Anders CPAs + Advisors

314.655.5500
anderscpa.com

•

800 Market St., #500
St. Louis, MO 63101

Archford Accounting

618.692.9282
archfordcapital.com

•

1 Country Club View, #101
Edwardsville, IL 62025

Bauers, Hawkins, O’Sadnick, LLC

636.928.5412
bhc-cpa.com

•

4600 Executive Centre Parkway, #F
St. Peters, MO 63376

BDO USA LLP

314.889.1100
bdo.com

•

101 S. Hanley Rd., #800
St. Louis, MO 63105

Brown Smith Wallace LLP

314.983.1200
bswllc.com

•

6 CityPlace Dr., #900
St. Louis, MO 63141

BWTP, P.C.

314.576.1350
bwtpcpa.com

•

424 S. Woods Mill Rd., #340
Chesterfield, MO 63017

CliftonLarsonAllen

314.925.4300
claconnect.com

•

600 Washington Ave., #1800
St. Louis, MO 63101

Conner Ash P.C.

314.205.2510
connerash.com

•

12101 Woodcrest Executive Dr., #300
St. Louis, MO 63141

Devereux & Company CPA’s
+ Business Advisors

314.209.7777
devereuxcpa.com

•

307 North Main St.
St. Charles, MO 63301

Elder & Isaac, CPA PC

314.727.4300
elder-assoc-cpa.com

•

8151 Clayton Rd., #204
St. Louis, MO 63117

afewcpas.com

•

6240 S. Lindbergh Blvd., #101
St. Louis, MO 63123

Godfrey CPA

314.772.2883
godfrey-cpa.com

•

1804 Lafayette Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63104

Goldman, Kottler, Unell,
Pearlstein & Rechtien, LLC

314.569.1133
gkupr.com

•

11861 Westline Industrial Dr., #900
St. Louis, MO 63146

Kiefer Bonfanti & Co. LLP

314.812.1100
kieferbonfanti.com

•

701 Emerson Rd., #201
St. Louis, MO 63141

Maixner, LLC

314.487.4000
maixnercpas.com

•

4501 Telegraph Rd., #E
St. Louis, MO 63129

Mortland & Co., LLC

314.725.3515
mortlandco.com

•

1001 Craig Rd., #400
Creve Coeur, MO 63146

muellerprost.com

•

7733 Forsyth Blvd., #1200
St. Louis, MO 63105

Pooley Accounting Services

314.260.7808
pooleyacctg.com

•

11315 Momarte Ln.
St. Louis, MO 63146

Purk & Associates, P.C.

314.884.4000
purkpc.com

•

1034 S. Brentwood Blvd., #2000
St. Louis, MO 63117

Rice, Sullivan & Co.

618.233.0186
rsco.net

•

3121 N. Illinois St.
Swansea, IL 62226

RubinBrown

314.290.3300
rubinbrown.com

•

1 N. Brentwood Blvd., #1100
St. Louis, MO 63105

Schmersahl Treloar & Co.

314.966.2727
stcpa.com

•

10805 Sunset Office Dr., #400
St. Louis, MO 63127

SFW Partners, LLC

314.569.3333
sfwpartnersllc.com

•

1610 Des Peres Rd., #300
St. Louis, MO 63131

Spencer Fane LLP

314.863.7733
spencerfane.com

•

1 North Brentwood, #1000
St. Louis, MO 63105

Thompson Flaherty CPA
& Tax Consultants

618.656.6010
thompsonflaherty.com

219 2nd Ave., #B
Edwardsville, IL 62025

Thousand CPA Services, LLC

636.532.9004
thousand.cpa

•
•

Tzinberg & Associates, P.C.

618.288.8989
tzinberg.com

Fick, Eggemeyer & Williamson, CPAs 314.845.7999

Best Accounting
Firms
As a business owner, your accountant
is a trusted partner and advisor. The
following firms were voted to have the top
accountants in St. Louis. Make sure you
check out the Awards page at www.sbmon.
com to stay up to date with other Best in
Business nominations for 2021.
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Mueller Prost CPAs + Business Advisors 314.862.2070

16052 Swingley Ridge Rd., #120
Chesterfield, MO 63017
1 Country Club Executive Park
Glen Carbon, IL 62034
WWW.SBMON.COM

We are honored to be voted one of St. Louis’
BEST ACCOUNTING FIRMS

Thank you to our amazing clients, dedicated employees,
and the community for their continued support!

YOUR GPS
TO FINANCIAL SUCCESS.
WE GET YOU THERE.

Nicole Thousand, Founder
Matt Ott, Partner

636.532.9004
www.thousand.cpa

Our team’s passion is helping our
clients navigate the path to achieving
their financial goals. We are experts
in accounting, tax, and wealth
management so that you don’t
have to be.
16052 Swingley Ridge, Suite 120
Chesterfield, MO 63017

ENVISION.
Take charge of the years ahead—with a smart, sound
investment strategy and business succession plan.
Busey’s business and wealth management experts help
you envision your best future with powerful insights and
proven strategies.
Busey Wealth Management will design a customized
plan with your goals and values at the forefront.
Busey’s right beside you.

busey.com Member FDIC

WWW.SBMON.COM
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Best Banks
Building a relationship with the right bank
for your business can be one of the most
rewarding steps you take. The following
banks were voted the best in St. Louis.
Make sure you check out the Awards page
at www.sbmon.com to stay up to date with
other Best in Business nominations for
2021.
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COMPANY NAME

CONTACT INFORMATION

American Bank of Missouri

636.745.2888
americanbankofmissouri.com

Bank of America

•

690 N. Service Road West
Wright City, MO 63390

800.432.1000
bankofamerica.com

•

800 Market St.
St. Louis, MO 63101

Bank of Washington

636.239.7831
bankofwashington.com

•

200 W. Main St.
Washington, MO 63090

BMO Harris Bank

314.543.3300
bmoharris.com

•

13205 Manchester Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63131

Busey Bank

314.878.2210
busey.com

•

12300 Olive Blvd.
Creve Coeur, Mo 63141

CNB St. Louis Bank

314.631.4600
cnbstl.com

•

9111 Mackenzie
Afton, MO 63123

Commerce Bank

314.746.3002
commercebank.com

•

8000 Forsyth Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105

Commercial Bank

314.434.4141
commercialbank-stl.com

•

703 Long Rd. Crossing, #12
Chesterfield, MO 63005

Enterprise Bank and Trust

314.725.5500
enterprisebank.com

•

150 North Meramec Ave.
Clayton, MO 63105

FCB

618.346.9000
fcbbanks.com

•

800 Beltline Rd.
Collinsville, IL 62234

First Mid Bank & Trust

618.692.9900
firstmid.com

•

300 St. Louis Street, P.O. Box 540
Edwardsville, IL 62025

First State Bank of St. Charles

636.940.5555
fsbfinancial.com

•

206 N. 5th St.
St. Charles, MO 63301

Lindell Bank and Trust

314.645.7700
lindellbank.com

•

6900 Clayton Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63139

Meramec Valley Bank

636.230.3500
meramecvalleybank.com

•

199 Clarkson Rd.
Ellisville, MO 63011

Midland States Bank

636.464.7733
midlandsb.com

1920 Richardson Rd.
Arnold, MO 63010

Midwest BankCentre

314.631.5500
midwestbankcentre.com

•
•

Midwest Regional Bank

636.937.5351
mwrbank.com

•

363 Festus Centre Dr.
Fenton, MO 63028

Parkside Financial Bank & Trust

314.290.8600
pfbt.com

•

8112 Maryland Ave., #101
Clayton, MO 63105

Regions Bank

314.615.2300
regions.com

•

8182 Maryland Ave.
Clayton, MO 63105

Royal Banks of Missouri

314.212.1500
royalbanksofmo.com

8021 Olive Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63130

Simmons Bank

314.569.7200
simmonsbank.com

•
•

St. Johns Bank

314.428.1000
stjohnsbank.com

8924 St. Charles Rock Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63114

Saint Louis Bank

314.851.6200
stlouisbank.com

•
•

Stifel Bank

314.721.8003
bankwithstifel.com

8000 Maryland Ave., #100
St. Louis, MO 63105

UMB Bank

314.612.8173
umb.com

2 S. Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63102

2191 Lemay Ferry Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63125

10401 Clayton Rd.
Frontenac, MO 63131

9811 S. 40 Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63124

WWW.SBMON.COM

Thank you for voting us one
of St. Louis’s best banks.

Honored to be voted one of St. Louis’ Best Accounting Firms
For The Third Straight Year!
Thank you to our clients who we have the privilege of working with,
our dedicated staff, and supportive families!

Than� yo�
FOR VOTING US A BEST BANK!

Celebrating
SBM Best Bank Award
and 95 Years as
Your Community Bank!

Louis B. “Buzz” Eckelkamp, III
Bank of Washington President

WWW.SBMON.COM
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COVER STORY

13% SOLUTION

Only 13% of Companies Successfully Execute
Their Strategies. Learn How You Can Join the Group.

Story By Dan Prosser

I

t happens again and again. You come up with a viable strategy that you believe will “fix” your ailing company. You hold
lots of employee meetings to talk about it. Maybe you leave
fired up with enthusiasm, or maybe you harbor a nagging sense
of doubt – worried that perhaps you just have the wrong people. It doesn’t seem to matter. As the weeks grow into months,
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you realize that – once again – what needs to get done just isn’t
getting done. And damned if you can figure out why.
You’re not alone. At least 87% of companies fail to execute
their strategies each year. And the problem that lies at the heart
of all their challenges may surprise you: disconnectedness.

WWW.SBMON.COM

13% solution
I truly believe that of all the factors that impact the
success of businesses, connectedness is the one element
missing in most of today’s organizations. If today’s leaders actually focused on building the connectedness they
and their employees crave, they would see a many-fold
increase in performance and bottom-line results.
As command-and-control management styles have
become a thing of the past, the importance of connectedness has skyrocketed. Today every company’s competitive advantage derives from how well they can innovate.
Employees have to feel safe to share their ideas. Colleagues need to be able to work together to develop and
modify those ideas. And no one can get there without
connectedness.
Here are some of the insights to help your company
join the 13%:
Business is actually a network of interrelated conversations. If you want an organization that produces breakthrough results, you must confidently lead the conversations that will bring connectedness to your company and
give real meaning to the work your employees are doing.
Everything you do in your business is the result of
a conversation. Each business idea you come up with
starts with a conversation. So does each action you take.
Conversations have within them the ultimate power to
make things be the way you say they’re going to be.
It’s critically important to create awareness around the
conversations going on inside your company. I’ve seen
amazing transformations happen when people uncover
damaging conversations and replace them with others
that build connections.
Employees are infected by hidden conversations that,
together, add up to the “Execution Virus.” The greatest
challenges in business today are these unseen obstacles –
the limiting and negative viral conversations that infect
your vision, your mission and the strategy you’re trying
to execute right now. They undermine and sabotage
individual and team performance.
For example, when your employees regularly say, “It’s
not our strategy,” what they are really communicating
is that they feel they have no say in the direction of the
company. As a result, they aren’t engaged. Or if “We’ve
always done it this way” is a common mantra, it usually
indicates that people are trapped in old paradigms, unable to take action to move the business forward.
These conversations aren’t complicated. You don’t
have to have training in organizational development
to recognize them. However, they are the reason your
employees are disconnected from you, from your vision,
from your mission, from the strategy for your company
and from the needs of your customers.
We settle for hoping when we should be declaring.
There is no integrity in hope. Hoping is the antithesis of
using the power of language to make bold declarations
that enable bold action. Hope limits what employees are
able to achieve. Instead, you must be willing to step up
and say how you’re going to win. This actually invents
a conversation that says, “This is how it is right now.”
Then you’ll work your butt off to close the gap between
what you said and where you are the moment you say it.
WWW.SBMON.COM

There is a big difference between having a conversation for action and talking about action. You can have
countless meetings talking about action, but because
you haven’t created a “conversation for action,” nothing is getting done. An outcome becomes possible only
when you are willing to declare it to be possible – with
absolutely no evidence that it is – and then to take the
actions that are missing and that are consistent with
your commitment. Your words gain power only at the
moment when you are willing to say how it is going to
be and then take the actions to have it be that way.
Connectedness can’t happen when leaders “play it
safe.” Not all leaders have the courage it takes to walk
into a meeting and engage others in an authentic inquiry to uncover real solutions. Instead, they choose to play
it safe. When they hear an employee 20 or 30 years their
junior offer a valuable insight that wasn’t even on their
radar, they go into self-preservation mode. They say,
“That’s not how we do it around here” or “That’s not
good enough.” But comments like this disconnect the
organization from you and employees from each other.

Most people are invested in not
failing, and they’ve taught all their
employees to value that course of
action over taking any kinds of risks
that have the potential to pay off.
Everyone’s doing it, and it’s costing
them on a grand scale.
Being in the 13% club requires real leadership. Real
leaders are willing to “lead out loud.” This means displaying vulnerability and asking for and accepting input
from your employees so that everyone can contribute
to and “own” the company’s strategy for the future. It
may be scary to let employees see that you don’t have all
the answers, but if you want them to commit to making
your organization unstoppable, it’s critical.
If you think you have all the answers, you’re only
pretending to lead. The predominant myth in business
(and elsewhere) is that to be a leader people will follow,
you must already “know” the answers or come with
ready-made solutions to the most vexing problems your
organization faces. If you believe this, you’re not leading
but pretending. And when you pretend to lead, you’re
covering up something that’s missing – something that
could ultimately cause you to fail.
Leadership is about stepping out of your comfort zone
– getting out of the box. Until you recognize that your
true value as a leader is in your ability to lead an inquiry
into the solutions for your organization (and not try to
provide all the answers), you are doomed to repeat your
own bad decisions and those of others who came before
you. To accomplish that, you have to be willing to listen.
Patriarchy destroys connectedness. You may think
your company is not patriarchal, but chances are it is
to some degree. And while the word might conjure up
a dour-faced man with a long white beard sitting on a

mountaintop, men and women alike are guilty of perpetuating a patriarchal style of management. Unfortunately, it creates a class divide – them and us/me – and,
as a result, erodes connectedness.
The idea that each employee has something of value
to contribute is missing from a patriarchal system.
Employees are never allowed to be their fully human
selves; instead, a leader’s ego is inflated by marginalizing
others.
On the other hand, when there is relatedness, it’s very
easy for an employee to talk with his or her direct supervisor because that supervisor listens. And there is real
solidarity among executives, managers and employees.
If someone needs something, there is no problem with
starting a conversation that gets the issue handled. As a
result, connectedness helps strengthen the internal and
external relationships that are one of a company’s most
important assets.
Trying too hard to avoid failure actually leads to
failure. Eighty-seven percent of all companies with a
strategic plan will fail to execute it. One factor that
contributes to their inability to execute is a reservation
to set big – or “unreasonable” – goals. Many business
owners opt to play it safe by setting reasonable goals in
an effort to avoid failure.
Most people are invested in not failing, and they’ve
taught all their employees to value that course of action
over taking any kinds of risks that have the potential to
pay off. Everyone’s doing it, and it’s costing them on
a grand scale. When you set reasonable goals to avoid
failure, people will make only a little extra effort – but if
goals are unreasonable, people will make real changes in
the way they work. Sure, it’s a risk, but in business, risk
is the only way to true success.
Embracing chaos is better than clinging to equilibrium. The fundamental reason why so few teams make
it to the finish line and execute their strategies is that
leaders can’t tolerate the discomfort that comes with
the chaos when things aren’t happening as planned.
They can’t stay the course and wait for the source of the
breakdown to reveal itself. They feel the need to act,
to do something to overcome the sense of being out of
control. Instead of just accepting that disequilibrium is
natural, most leaders want to look for a way to create the
pretense of balance.
To create an organization of innovation and creativity, you need to allow and even introduce the tension
that comes with or causes chaos. Systems that are out of
equilibrium are forced to explore their space of possibilities, and this leads to new patterns of relationships
and structures. An organization that embraces chaos is
healthier than one that hangs on to equilibrium, and it
can achieve a new level of performance.
Dan Prosser is author of “THIRTEENERS: Why Only
13 Percent of Companies Successfully Execute Their Strategy
– and How Yours Can Be One of Them.” As CEO of The
Prosser Group, he has 20 years’ experience speaking, teaching,
mentoring and coaching business leaders, entrepreneurs and
micropreneurs to cultivate an uncommon approach to building
an extraordinary competitive edge.
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13% solution

Win Big

When It Comes
To Executing Your Plan
Story By Ron Ameln

I

f you want to execute your plan, it all starts with
some business basics. Master the following three business basics and increase the odds of executing your
plans.
Know Your Vision
Simply put: If you don’t know where you are going,
how can you ever get there?
Ari Weinzweig, owner of Zingerman’s Delicatessen in
Ann Arbor, Mich., credits his vision for helping to build
his once-small delicatessen into a multi-million operation.
A vision is a three- to- five year snapshot of what your
business will look like. Once you complete the vision,
you can work backward to set goals, be held accountable
and start turning the vision into reality.
“Some people who struggle with writing a vision claim
that they cannot predict the future,” says Weinzeig. “Of
course you can’t predict the future. But this is not about
predicting the future. Why not write the future that you
want? Even if you are in high-tech and you maybe don’t
know what new things are going to happen, just write,
‘We are on the cutting edge of our industry, and we
have seven new innovations we never thought possible.’
Done.”
If you feel like you lack the skill to create an effective
vision, then you are not alone. “Most people don’t
know where they are going,” Weinzweig says. “They
have to make a decision about the future, so they make
a pro and con list. Then you balance both sides to have
the same amount of pros and cons so you are more
paralyzed than before you started. And then they go hire
consultants. A vision is just a word picture of what you
want.”
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Get The Right Team On Board
Business success always comes down to quality people.
When it comes to executing your plan, you can’t do it
alone. It comes down to quality employees.
When reflecting on hiring practices that lead to those
quality people, many business owners reach a similar
conclusion: While skill sets can be taught, the characteristics that make a potential hire an ideal fit for each
company culture often cannot.
John Marcus, who grew his company, Matthews Book
Company, from a $750,000 business to a $180 million
company before retiring, also focused on determining
quality of character and cultural fit. “We had to hire
good human beings,” says Marcus. “We didn’t hire for
skill sets. Those can be learned. Character and quality
can’t be learned.
Define Your Critical Numbers
Your critical number is the one thing that most clearly
defines winning for your company. It provides a focal
point for the company and its employees. This focal
point creates a road map for employees to follow when
executing plans.
“Without a focal point, it’s so easy for a company and
its employees to bounce from problem to problem and
from metric to metric,” says Bill Collier, St. Louis-area
coach for The Great Game of Business and author of
“How to Succeed as a Small Business Owner … and Still
Have a Life.” “Even a small company can waste tremendous amounts of time, energy, money and opportunity
as it flails around a focus vacuum.”
Collier suggests gaining your team’s perspective by
circulating a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) questionnaire. “Get anonymous input from

everyone,” he says. “Then get your management team
together to review them. In that same meeting, put your
financials side by side for the last few years, and get
benchmarking reports from your industry. Discuss until
you come up with a consensus on the single most important issue. It may be something as obvious as profit or
cash or something less expected like quality, morale or
customer satisfaction.”
Collier believes the critical number gives the company
its marching orders. “What better way to create clarity
about what’s important?” he asks. “Plus, people help
support what they help create. If the team helps establish the company’s critical number, it’s now not the
owner’s number. It’s the team’s number. It’s a great way
to get the entire team rallied around the organization’s
most pressing issue or opportunity.”
Create An Engaged Culture
Simply said, if employees are not engaged, they may
not be engaged in helping you realize the strategic plans
of the business.
Jonathan Jones, a local Vistage chair, believes every
business owner should know whether his or her employees are engaged at work. “The benefits of high company
engagement are low turnover, positive morale, higher
productivity and stronger bottom-line results,” says
Jones.
Employers are often disconnected to the aspect of
engagement and consider employment alone enough
reason for employees to engage and appreciate their
work. Unfortunately, this isn’t the case, and according
to the Gallup organization, only 33% of U.S. employees
are actively engaged in their jobs. Research shows that,
surprisingly, the healthiest of organizations can generally
expect only 67% engagement but likely very small numbers of the toxic ‘actively disengaged’ staff. These are
the workers who undermine their jobs and employers.
Actively disengaged employees can sink employee morale
and performance.
Jones believes employee engagement is one of the
best indicators of corporate health. Jones suggests these
basic tools and techniques that can help any company
improve:
n Improve the employee’s perception of the importance of his or her job and how it affects the overall
organization.
n Connect the job to the mission, vision, values and
performance measurements.
n Clarify the expectations of every job.
n Provide regular feedback and dialogue with employees;
most feedback should be positive.
n Take the time to increase the quality of working
relationships with all employees.
n Focus on effective internal communications.
n Create opportunities for career development and
advancement opportunities.
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Thank You!

to our clients, referral partners
and Small Business Monthly readers
for voting American Bank of Missouri one of the
“Best STL Banks in 2021.”
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Meet The Area’s BEST Companies
2021 BEST IN BUSINESS Awards Luncheon
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314.963.2006

Meet the area’s
top business leaders
Oct. 26, 2021 11am-1pm
St. Charles Convention Center
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Focus on: supplier diversity heroes

Heroes in Diversity
The names & faces behind St. Louis’ greatest champions of supplier diversity
Javon Coleman World Wide Technology
Growing up in the foster care system,
Javon Coleman understands the importance of helping others. Living for a time
at the Annie Malone Children & Family
Services center, Coleman gained firsthand experience regarding the benefits
of helping others. “I would see all of
these people come in and help create
opportunities for me,” Coleman said of
the many volunteers
who gave their time
and resources to
the organization.
“I always wanted to
be someone who
gave opportunities
to others instead
of receiving them.”
Coleman’s wish has
come true.
Today, as supplier
diversity manager
for World Wide
Technology (WWT),
he helps encourage,
educate, and inspire
MBE/WBE companies in their entrepreneurial journeys. “I want to provide
minority businesses with a chance to be
heard,” said Coleman. WWT, the largest
African American-owned business in the
country, manages more than 300 diverse
suppliers.
What is your best advice to owners seeking contracts?
Be intentional with your time and effort.
Research, prepare, and understand where
companies are spending their resources.
What are they purchasing and how can
you provide something similar? Can you
identify a solution or gap you can fill?
Come prepared. You want companies
to know what you do and how you can
bring value.

What is the biggest barrier to getting
contracts?
Awareness. A lot of companies don’t
know who you are or what you can do,
and you are being compared to someone
they do know. Lack of awareness is the
biggest barrier. Make sure target companies understand your capabilities and the
value you bring.
What is the process
for MBEs contacting your business?
Our website is a
great place to start.
You can find us at
www.wwt.com. We
share a lot of reallife success stories
and case studies
that show solutions
we are providing
to our customers.
Also, businesses can
register with WWT
as suppliers by visiting www.wwt.com/
about/supplierdiversity. We have a registration portal
where we track and identify diverse suppliers. This portal allows us to capture
information about your organization and
begin the relationship. Once registered,
you will be included in opportunities we
have in our system. You also can send us
a note at supplierdiversity@wwt.com.

Name: Javon Coleman
Organization: World Wide Technology
Position: Supplier Diversity Manager
Contact information:
supplierdiversity@wwt.com
www.wwt.com/about/supplier-diversity
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Joshua McLeod Spire, Inc.
What is your best advice to owners seeking contracts?
Spire is a highly regulated, publicly
traded utility focused on providing affordable, reliable, and clean energy to
more than 1.7 million customers in Missouri, Alabama, and Mississippi. As a
result, our contracting requirements and
expectations for suppliers are rigorous.
Understanding a company’s
requirements and expectations for its supplier partners
is key.
It’s also important to build
relationships focused on collaborative problem solving
and value creation. Building
strong relationships and
learning as much as possible
about the company and its
expectations for suppliers
will put your company in a
solid position for the next meaningful
opportunity.
What is the biggest barrier to getting
contracts?
The biggest barrier is competition. That’s
why it’s important to get in a good position prior to a business opportunity.
Most sourcing events include a mix of
incumbent and new suppliers competing
for opportunities. Generally, incumbents
have an established relationship and
work history with the company. As a
prospective supplier, you must begin to
close this gap ahead of the opportunity.
Initiate contact with your target company
to start building a relationship. Thoroughly and efficiently address the supplier’s requirements and expectations.
Discuss and align with the foundational
terms and conditions of a potential
relationship ahead of the opportunity as
well. Establish your brand by identifying
your company’s competitive advantage
and how you can add value or solve a
problem for Spire or any other contract-

ing party. Focusing on these key items
will help mitigate barriers to getting
contracts.
What are the most exciting opportunities for minority business owners this
year and in the future?
There’s a heightened focus on seeking
and growing relationships with diverse
companies for important
reasons beyond compliance.
Spire and other companies
are investing in efforts to
promote economic growth
within our communities.
There’s a tremendous opportunity for supplier-led
innovation as companies
look to solve some of the
most complex industry
problems and to enhance
customer service.
The COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on
supply chains has led to an intense focus
on adding robustness to our supply bases
and mitigating supply risk by focusing on
all aspects of diversity, such as company
size, location, diversity status, and more.
What is the process for MBEs contacting your business?
Visit spireenergy.com/doing-businessspire to learn more about doing business
with Spire. At the bottom of the page is
a link to Spire’s prospective supplier portal. Follow the prompts to be added to
the prospective supplier pool for review
and consideration for future opportunities.
Name: Joshua McLeod
Organization: Spire Inc.
Position: Director, Supply Chain
Innovation and Supplier Diversity
Contact information: joshua.mcleod@
spireenergy.com
Website: www.spireenergy.com
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supplier diversity heroes
Adrian Moore Schnucks Markets, Inc.

What is your best advice to owners seeking contracts?
I encourage diverse businesses to get
third-party certified. There are national
certifying organizations (e.g., National
Minority Supplier Development Council,
National Veteran-Owned Business Association, National LGBT Chamber of Commerce, and Women’s Business Enterprise
National Council) as well as regional and
state certifying organizations. Regional
and state certifications are generally more
cost effective for smaller businesses. Many
companies only accept third-party certified vendors into their supplier diversity
programs, so getting certified can help
with exposure to other outlets. Doing so
is also beneficial given that some companies provide special benefits to only those
companies that are third-party certified as
diverse.

51% owned, operated, and managed by a
group or individual who is a U.S. citizen
or permanent legal U.S. resident, and
represents one or more of the following
categories: Disabled Person, Minority
(African American, Asian American,
Hispanic American, or Native American), LGBTQ Person, Military Veteran,
or Woman. Potential supplier partners
should register at https://www.rangeme.
com/schnucks to get information to the
decision maker regarding their category.
The decision maker will review their submission and reach out if more information is needed.

What is the biggest barrier to getting
contracts?
Timing. You could have everything ready
to go, but the target company isn't reviewing your offering at the time you submit
your information. Finding the right balance of patience and persistence is key.
What are the most exciting opportunities for minority business owners this
year and in the future?
Several retailers across the country have
started formal supplier diversity programs
in the last six-to-nine months, including
Schnucks. Such growth offers increased
opportunities for minority business enterprises (MBEs).

Name: Adrian Moore
Organization: Schnuck Markets, Inc.
Position: Sr. Director, Merchandising
Enablement & Supplier Diversity
Contact information:
supplierdiversity@schnucks.com
Website:
nourish.schnucks.com
nourish.schnucks.com/suppliers/

What is the process for MBEs contacting
your business?
Qualifying businesses for Schnucks’ Supplier Diversity Program must be at least
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Shonnah Paredes
Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District
What is your best advice to owners seeking contracts?
Small business owners should come
prepared and ready to do business with
MSD. Owners who seek information to
educate themselves about
MSD’s opportunities and
what they entail before bidding or proposing have the
best chance to succeed with
MSD. For instance, because
sewer work is highly specialized, it’s important for small
construction companies to
know that having a licensed
drain layer is required. It’s
equally important for small
businesses to know their capabilities to
perform the work they are seeking and
how to best compete in a low-bid environment to get awards.
Numerous opportunities exist for small
business owners to perform professional
services and provide goods or contracted
vendor services. Small businesses can gain
valuable insight and information about
those opportunities through networking
with MSD; attending MSD-sponsored
events, pre-bids, or pre-proposal meetings; visiting MSD’s website; and even
contacting MSD’s Purchasing or Diversity
Divisions directly to obtain additional
information needed to do business with
MSD. We highly recommended that
small business owners register with
MSD’s Plan Room (https://www.stlmsdplanroom.com) to learn about available
opportunities.
What is the biggest barrier to getting
contracts?
One barrier is having the experience and
qualifications to compete in this industry.
MSD understands this barrier, and we’re
prepared to assist small contractors and
construction businesses with establishing a solid foundation of experience and
growth through programs like our Small
Contractor Program. This entry-level
program allows small contractors with
limited experience who want to do sewer
work to perform work under $50,000 as
a prime with no bonding requirements.
While gaining valuable experience, small
contractors learn how to do business with

MSD in the process and eventually can
perform as subcontractors on more complex jobs. Such a progression allows small
contractors the opportunity to compete
with like-sized firms, build capacity,
and eventually pre-qualify to
bid as primes on larger scale
projects.
To reduce barriers, MSD
continuously connects with
community partners to ensure
that we’re providing small
business owners with viable
solutions that help to reduce
identified barriers. Other
focus areas include a commitment to addressing disparities,
continuous efforts to increase the use of
minority- and women-owned businesses
through contracting opportunities, and
support of workforce development initiatives that produce equity and equality in
the communities we serve.
What is the process for MBEs contacting your business?
To explore potential opportunities with
MSD, please visit our website at www.
msdprojectclear.org. From the home
page, select the “Doing Business with
Us” tab; then choose the area of interest you want to explore. Another way to
get started is to check out “Frequently
Asked Questions.” The MSD Plan Room
(www.stlmsdplanroom.com) is located on
the left side of the screen and requires
registration to view current requests for
quotes, requests for proposals, and bidding opportunities. The best way to contact Diversity is via email at diversity@
stlmsd.com. Be sure to provide us with a
point of contact and information about
your company’s area(s) of interest.
Name: Shonnah Paredes
Organization: Metropolitan St Louis
Sewer District
Position: Manager of Diversity Programs
Contact information:
2350 Market Street
St. Louis, MO 63103
(314) 768-6395
sparedes@stlmsd.com
Website: www.msdprojectclear.org
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supplier diversity heroes
Tonya Hull Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals
What is your best advice to owners seeking contracts?
Understand what the company’s situation is, read about them.
Know a little about what
they do and their products
and integrate your message to be directly relatable to them. Make it a
personal outreach.
What is the biggest barrier to getting contracts?
Trying to find the right
person in the organization
to connect and provide an
overview of the business.
Many larger organizations have complicated policies and practices they need to
follow. By having a resource in procurement that supports our inclusion and
diversity goals it allows suppliers a single
point of contact to describe and highlight
their capabilities andTOP
how Mallinckrodt
WOMEN
would benefit from
using them.

year and in the future?
At Mallinckrodt and in the U.S. in general there is a heightened awareness and
stated goals and objectives
of creating and improving
inclusion and diversity.
There is also now microfinancing available to
minority businesses that
need financial backing.
As the world recovers
from the pandemic, organizations are doing things
differently so now is a
good time to look forward
opportunities.

Name: Tonya Hull
Organization: Mallinckrodt
Pharmaceuticals
Position: Senior Procurement Buyer
Contact information:
tonya.hull@mnk.com
Website: www.mallinckrodt.com
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2010
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Fourth Annual

TOP WOMEN BUSINESS OWNER
Luncheon
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Rhonda Carter Adams, Illinois American Water
What is your best advice to owners
seeking contracts?
As corporations are focusing more on
demonstrating value to an entire community, I would recommend that all firms
interested in doing business with any
organization become familiar with the
structure of their segments and business
units. American Water Works Service
Company, Inc., and its subsidiary and
affiliated companies, such as Illinois
American Water, work in tandem to
fulfill all sourcing needs. Reviewing an
organization’s annual report and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
report is key to understanding how you
can better communicate the value that
your business could potentially offer. It is
imperative that business owners interested in partnering with our organization
have a basic understanding of our sourcing needs. A list of products and services
can be accessed here:
https://www.amwater.com/corp/
resources/PDF/partners-suppliers/
What-We-Buy.pdf
What is the biggest barrier to getting
contracts?
Identifying diverse, and more specifically,
MBE prime contractors that are familiar
with the water and waste/water utility
requirements has been a challenge. Thus,
we are encouraging those businesses to
identify opportunities to partner with
and/or mentor with larger primes that
may have a history of providing these
niche services that are often high-capital
projects. In addition, our organization
is exploring ways to provide the best support to reduce the barriers of entry that
often include insurance requirements
and/or bonding concerns. Supplier development is one of several strategies that
we are addressing to reduce the barrier to
MBEs partnering with our organization.
What are the most exciting opportunities for minority business owners this
year and in the future?
Last year, the response to the pandemic
brought Illinois American Water a
unique opportunity to partner with more
MBEs who began to diversify their business services. Businesses that are providing additional products and services that
help keep our team members safe have

successfully
evolved their
scope of work
to expand
their contract
values. Additionally, our
most exciting
opportunities
would include
firms that can contribute to our largest
areas of opportunities: construction
management, pipeline, and professional
services.
What is the process for MBEs 		
contacting your business?
Illinois American Water is consistently
looking for suppliers who have been
certified as Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE). When there is a need, our sourcing professionals utilize our supplier
portal to identify new vendors. To be
considered for future opportunities, business owners will be required to create a
company profile within this tool, which
can be accessed via the website below.
When there is a match for our business
need and your commodity based on the
information and capabilities provided,
the business will be contacted directly
by corporate team members. However,
Illinois American Water often engages
businesses via various outreach events
and platforms. When there is not an immediate need, MBE firms are researched,
vetted, and contacted if there is an opportunity develop firms that align with
our strategic growth areas. The supplier
portal can be accessed at www.amwater.
com/corp/About-Us/Supplier-Diversity/
supplier-diversity-doing-business-with-us
Name: Rhonda Carter Adams
Organization: Illinois American Water
Position: Corporate Diversity Lead
Program Manager, Workforce 		
and Supplier Diversity
Contact information:
300 N. Water Works Dr.
Belleville, IL 62223
rhonda.adams@amwater.com
Supplier Diversity Team contact:
il.supplierdiversity@amwater.com
Website: www.amwater.com/corp/
About-Us/Supplier-Diversity/
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Focus on: Wonder Women

Wonder Women
Meet our 2021 Class of “Wonder Women.” These outstanding female professionals were nominated and selected because they routinely use
their influence to help others. These women leaders are not only achieving success personally, but they are also serving and often steering
organizations and causes that improve our region’s culture and economy.
Words By ron ameln PHOTOS BY BILL SAWALICH

Maggie Donnelly Standing Partnership

Passion For Improving The Region

A

love of reading, writing, and telling stories drew Maggie Donnelly
to the communications industry.
Now a manager at Standing Partnership,
a marketing and corporate communications consulting firm, Donnelly spends
her days helping a variety of companies
and nonprofit organizations share their
unique stories.
“There is so much variety in this
kind of job,” Donnelly said of her love
for communications. “It’s like I have
five or six jobs and work for five or six
different companies. We are so embedded with our clients and what they are
focused on. I spend a lot of time thinking about mining or infant mortality or
organ donation, etc. I see, firsthand, the
benefits these organizations are bringing
to society.”
Her ability to tell client stories not
only has benefited the company’s clients.
In fact, her clients have inspired her to
give back to society as well. Donnelly has
dedicated much of her time professionally and personally to the complex challenge of reducing infant mortality. Infant
mortality is the death of an infant before
his or her first birthday. For five years,
she has provided her professional expertise to FLOURISH St. Louis, a collective
impact organization devoted to reducing
black infant mortality in our region.
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She helped FLOURISH
shape its communications
and website strategy and
develop effective communications materials and
community outreach.
“Infant mortality is
an issue that has been
impacting St. Louis
disproportionately for
many years,” Donnelly
said. “In St. Louis, our
(infant mortality) rate is
worse than some thirdworld countries. That is
mind blowing when you
think about the medical
facilities we have in St.
Louis. We’ve got some of
the best healthcare in the
country. It often comes
down to racial inequities.
Black babies are three times more likely
to die than white babies. There are many
underlying causes, and a lot of great
organizations are trying to do something
about it.”
After helping FLOURISH with its
messaging, she was inspired to spread
the word about infant mortality in her
volunteer efforts throughout the community. Outside of work, Donnelly has
volunteered with the Junior League

since 2014. During her first year with the
organization and inspired by the work
she was doing with FLOURISH, Donnelly suggested infant mortality as a focus
area for the Junior League. Members
voted to make infant mortality the focus
of at least 50% of community work for at
least five years. Projects included diaper
drives to stock local nonprofits with baby
necessities and an annual health and
resource fair for children and families in
North County. Donnelly also volunteers

with organizations such as Crisis Nursery
and Nurses for Newborns, motivated by
a desire to make lasting change in the
community.
Through her position or volunteering, Donnelly plans to continue helping
organizations share their stories. “I love
helping organizations tell their stories
to whomever it is that matters most to
them,” she said. “That’s the kind of work
that speaks to me, and that’s my way of
making a difference.”
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Wonder women
Trina Ragain Operation Food Search

Crystal Allen-Dallas Excel Business Concepts

Helping Others Find Success

A

s Crystal AllenDallas was building her professional career, she quickly
began checking her boxes
of achievement as she
gained more and more
responsibilities in both
the corporate and nonprofit worlds. Despite the
successes, something was
still missing. Allen-Dallas
always wanted to own her
own business, and even as
she was gaining success as
an employee, she would
always dream of launching her own company.
“I come from a long
line of entrepreneurs,”
she said. “I knew business
ownership was something
I wanted to do. The question was just when.”
Seven years ago, after
her first child's birth and
with her family relocating
to the St. Louis region,
the timing was perfect
to finally start living the
dream of building her
own business.
The result is Excel Business Concepts,
a public relations and marketing firm
founded by Allen-Davis. The company
helps clients strategize and execute public
relations and marketing plans.
“The business was born out of the
opportunity to connect with people,”
Allen-Dallas said. “We have a peoplefirst approach at the company, and we
really believe that when we put people
first, everything can come together. We
work with clients to develop focused
and results-oriented campaigns that are
designed to engage the public or inform
them about an issue the client wants to
get out to the masses.”
Despite the difficulties of Covid-19 for
all small companies, Allen-Dallas and Excel Business Concepts enjoyed their best
year ever. She attributes her success to her
staff and her ability to focus. “When I am

Using Innovation To Create Change

O

peration Food Search distributes
millions of dollars in food and
necessities each year throughout
Missouri. While its efforts significantly
impact those struggling with food insecurities, the nonprofit wants to do much
more than help with hunger relief. In the
future, the organization wants to have a
say in solving the challenges of hunger.
The organization has tapped Trina
Ragain to help.
Ragain was hired four years ago by
Operation Food Search to create new
avenues of programming. As director
of policy and innovation for Operation
Food Search, Ragain is entrepreneurial
in her creation of new programs that increase food access and improve the health
of individuals and families.
“We’ve been known as a food bank in
the community for years now, and there
is a lot of interest in working on making
changes so people don’t need a food bank
in the future,” Ragain said. “How do we
change things so people don’t need a food
bank? How can we help people so they
don’t need those resources?”
The position brought together two
areas of interest that Ragain is passionate
about: public policy and program design.
“This has been a dream job,” she said.
“I have been able to develop and grow
committed to achieving something, there
is no stopping me. That is important to
me. I have two children now. I want them
to see that, when you put your mind to
something and have a plan, anything is
possible.”
She not only uses her tenacity to grow
her own business; she uses those same
characteristics to help area nonprofits.
Currently, she is involved in the Association of Junior Leagues International,
Construction Forum, Council of Minority Transportation Officials (COMTO)
Emerging Leaders, Opera Theatre of St.
Louis, Intermezzo Society, and the Junior
League of St. Louis.
“I grew up in a very service-oriented
family. Service to others and being concerned about fellow humans have always
been drilled into me,” she said. “I enjoy
being a part of helping others be successful.”
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my own team over the last four years to
design innovative projects that are focused
mostly at the intersection of health care
and hunger.”
Ragain founded and leads Operation
Food Search’s Fresh Rx “food is medicine” program. Fresh Rx provides direct
support to children and families while
relying on data to calculate both a return
on investment and the cost of hunger.
With a successful pilot program completed, she is launching a randomized control
study of 750 expectant mothers to make
the case that food should be a reimbursable health expense for certain conditions
like pregnancy. She has structured the
program to be participant-centered, so
Operation Food Search can learn from
these resilient women and better serve the
community.
“It is great to be in this innovative
space, creating these projects,” she said.
“It is so exciting to lead a team of brilliant
and passionate women who are looking
at how we can influence something like
the healthcare industry in a way that will
help support low- and moderate-income
families in our communities.
“It is so exciting to dream up these
scenarios and then see them in action
impacting our community.”

“It is so exciting to dream up these
scenarios and then see them in action
impacting our community.”
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Wonder women
Kristi Randall Artur Express, Inc.
Building A Legacy Of Helping Others Succeed

Leading With Compassion

A

A

s an HR executive in the
banking industry, Kristi
Randall had reached the
pinnacle of her career. She was
traveling across the country for her
HR job, where she was helping
thousands of employees. While she
loved her job, she missed her family
back home. Randall decided it was
time to shift gears and stay closer
to home.
She quit her job and began life
as an HR consultant, where she
worked part-time helping professional service firms restructure or
create HR departments. Her plan
to work as a part-time consultant
was working great. Then, she got a
call about a small trucking company that needed HR help.
The company, Artur Express,
hired Randall as a part-time
HR employee. Seven years later,
Randall has turned that part-time
gig into a full-time position as vice
president of operations.
“I knew nothing about trucking (at the time), but I just really made
an immediate connection with Artur
(Wagrodzki) and Tom (Takarczyk), Artur
Express owners,” she said. “I knew I
needed to learn a lot. Artur and Tom
were great about helping me learn the
industry. We'd have what we called Killer
Wednesdays, where we’d spend a few
hours each Wednesday and I would ask
them all kinds of questions about the
trucking industry.”
As she gained more industry knowledge, her role grew from HR to all
aspects of operations. With Wagrodzki
and Takarczyk’s encouragement, Randall
started designing systems and processes in
all departments to make employees more
efficient.
While it seems hard to imagine an employee with no trucking experience making an impact on a trucking firm, Randall
thinks her outside-industry experience
actually helped her at Artur Express.
“When I was hired, we were all expecting me to do a part-time HR role,” she
said. “It just grew from there. I’m bringing the outside business experience from

Angela Zeng Karuna Beverages

corporate America, and they have the
trucking knowledge. For us, it’s been a
great combination.”
The leadership combination continues to help the company, a full-service,
nationwide transportation and logistics
company, grow. When Randall started at
the company, Artur Express operated on
an independent contractor model with
175 trucks on the highways at any given
time. Today, the company employs 350
company drivers and 350 contract drivers.
On any given day, Artur Express has close
to 700 drivers on the road.
While she continues to play a role in
the company’s growth, she is now helping
to develop the newest leaders in Artur
Express. “I’m working on developing the
next generation in the company, and
working on who can take my role. What
other leaders can I help develop and
mentor? My goal is to help everyone else
here succeed and meet their full potential,
whether that’s here, somewhere else, or
in a different career. My first priority is to
make sure the company is successful, but
the next one is helping employees be successful. I want that to be my legacy.”
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ngela Zeng has capitalized on the
chance of a lifetime. She’s combined her passion for science (she’s
a PhD In Pathology) with her love for
herbal remedies and plant-based health
solutions.
The result is Karuna Beverages, a
beverage and juice business she founded
in 2017. The company provides an array
of functional juices and smoothies using
whole plant ingredients.
“From the time I was really young, I’ve
always had an interest in herbal medicine,” said Zeng, who immigrated to the
U.S. from China 25 years ago. “As I got
older, I was able to combine my interest
in holistic medicine with modern medicine. I put this line together to combine
my passion with science.”
Each Karuna drink is produced in its
own production facility in St. Louis. She
is committed to quality across all production elements, including manufacturing
and third-party certifications that validate
the products' quality. Karuna sources
some non-GMO and organic ingredients
from suppliers in the Midwest region to
create sustainable products and minimize
the company’s carbon footprint.
“Karuna” means compassion, and
Zeng is a big believer that one can never
find happiness without compassion. “We
also believe that compassion is the path

to good health,” she said. “If someone
is always angry and sad, how will that
person ever have good health? Without
leading with compassion, you can never
have happiness.”
Zeng believes it is crucial to show
compassion during difficult times, especially during the Covid-19 crisis. Karuna
donated 8,000 beverages to the community, including more than 2,000 drinks to
healthcare workers at Mercy Hospital in
St. Louis during the Covid-19 pandemic.
As a brand that’s determined to promote
health and wellness, Karuna worked with
the Bridge of Hope Ministries in North
St. Louis County and EarthDance Organic Farm School in the Ferguson area
by making donations and educating the
communities about healthy eating. As an
immigrant herself, she also has supported
the St. Louis Mosaic Project.
“It is hard to be an entrepreneur,” she
said. “I’ve worked for large corporations
and nothing is as hard as running your
own business. The pressure is extremely
high. My advice to anyone starting a
business would be to have strong belief in
what you are doing. For me, strong belief
means doing something good for the community. A business won’t sustain itself in
the long run if your only goal is to make
huge profits or become super-rich. It has
to benefit society and consumers.”
“It is hard to be an entrepreneur,” she
said. “ I’ve worked for large corporations
and nothing is as hard as running your
own business. The pressure is extremely
high. My advice to anyone starting a
business would be to have strong belief in
what you are doing. For me, strong belief
means doing something good for the community. A business won’t sustain itself in
the long run if your only goal is to make
huge profits or become super-rich. It has
to benefit society and consumers.”
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Wonder women
Michelle Herring CMIT Solutions
Finding Her Purpose In Life
start 2021 in
person with

healthy

What’s new?

meetings

St. Charles is excited to be one of
ƚŚĞŽŶůǇĐŽŶǀĞŶƟŽŶĐĞŶƚĞƌƐŝŶƚŚĞ
ŵŝĚͲǁĞƐƚƚŽŚĂǀĞĂŶĂŝƌŝŽŶŝǌĂƟŽŶ
technology that neutralizes 99.9%
of Covid-19. Visit our website for
the full press release about
ƚŵŽƐŝƌ^ŽůƵƟŽŶƐdĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ͘

F

or many years, Michelle Herring
didn’t feel like she made a difference in her job. Working in the
software development industry, she
would work hard and gain promotions
and accolades, but something was missing. Ten years ago, while visiting a business trade show, she found the missing
piece: owning her own business.
She bumped into a franchise consultant at the trade show who helped guide
her into purchasing a CMIT Solutions
franchise. “I just realized I wasn’t happy
working for other people,” she said. “I
was always interested in the franchise
concept. They have the framework
already built for you. You don’t have to
figure everything out on your own.”
CMIT Solutions provides outsourced
IT and management services for customers of all sizes. Herring and her husband’s franchise territory includes most
of St. Charles County, parts of Northwest County, and West County.
“Our clients are extremely thankful for
what we do for them and how we help
them,” she said. “We are there for them
when they need us. We pride ourselves
on delivering a level of customer service
where our clients know they can count
on us.
“We’ve developed such a partnership
with our clients that many of them come
to us for other things as well, like advice
on finding other service providers. My
husband and I like helping people. We
have become true partners with our
WWW.SBMON.COM
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clients. It has been gratifying to help our
clients grow.”
The husband-wife team has been successfully growing the CMIT Solutions
franchise through acquisitions. The two
have acquired three IT firms and are now
pursuing another firm. The strategy is
paying big dividends. Herring’s franchise
was named Franchise of the Year by the
franchisor for 2020 due to its growth.
“Acquisitions have been the most rewarding thing,” she said. “It is very challenging and very risky. To successfully
pull it off makes us feel really proud.”
Herring has also spent time giving back
to the community. One of her volunteer
efforts is through The Kaufman Fund.
The Kaufman Fund, a 501(c)3 non-profit
supports St Louis-area veterans and children who are at risk of abuse or poverty,
needing food, shelter, clothing, medical
care, and basic needs. Since 1990, the
organization has raised and distributed
more than $1.5 million. Herring has lent
her technical expertise to the organization over the years, helping save the
volunteers valuable time and effort. She’s
also served on Chamber boards and
helped organizations run trivia fundraisers.
Whether through her franchise or
volunteer work, Herring is finally making a difference. Said Herring, “I always
felt like my purpose in life was to make
things easier and more efficient for
people so they can do more with less
time. That is what I’m doing.”

636.669.3000
ONE CONVENTION CENTER PLAZA | ST. CHARLES, MO 63303 | STCHARLESCONVENTIONCENTER.COM
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Wonder women
Erin Lapidus JBL Financial

Lourdes Trevino-Bailon STLJuntos

Providing Access To Information

G

T

he start of the Covid-19 crisis
was difficult for everyone last
spring. Sporadic news coverage,
stay-at-home orders, medical advice
across the board, and fundamental
uncertainty about the future created
a stressful, uneasy situation. Imagine
going through that experience when
you don’t speak English.
Lourdes Trevino-Bailon decided
to help. Trevino-Bailon began an
area nonprofit, STLJuntos, to ensure
that the St. Louis Spanish-speaking
community had access to education,
information, and resources to survive
the pandemic.
“We wanted to make sure people
were getting the word about the pandemic and the stay-at-home order,” she
said. “There was very little information available in Spanish.” The group
began by launching a FaceBook page
that shared this information. “We got
10,000 views in the first week. We realized people do need this information.”
Trevino-Bailon can undoubtedly relate to the Spanish-speaking population.
Her parents are from Mexico. TrevinoBailon was born in the United States
and grew up on the Mexican border in
Texas. In her Texas community, everyone
around her spoke only Spanish, including her parents.
“When the pandemic started, I
thought about my parents,” she said.
“How difficult would it have been for
them to get information if they were
living in St. Louis as Spanish speakers?
That hit my heart. I could only imagine what my parents would have gone
through if Covid-19 had hit when I was
a young girl, and they were in a place
where very few people spoke Spanish. I
knew I needed to do something for these
families.”
The organization’s efforts grew from
there. With interest generated from the
FaceBook page, the organization then
started a website to translate pandemic
information. STLJuntos then branched
out to greater efforts, including food and
resources.
Over the summer, Trevino-Bailon
realized access to food was becoming a
bigger issue with so many children home
from school. She leveraged her network

Carrying On A Legacy

and personal resources to change the situation. The group helped distribute 3,000
meals every week and more than 40,000
masks in collaboration with several organizations, including St. Louis County,
ISPN, HLG, and PrepareSTL.
Trevino-Bailon said the organization
has made an impact on Spanish-speaking
residents. “When people don’t speak English, when they realized there was a platform for them and a place to go where
they would feel welcome, that was a huge
outlet,” she said. “This has become a
great resource for them.”
In the future as we get through Covid,
she would like the organization to make
more information and resources available
in Spanish.
Even though her efforts and the organization have helped many, she admits she’s
probably been helped the most. “Everyone looks at it and says, ‘Look how you
are helping others,’” she says. “I look at
it and say, ‘This is helping me.’ I have felt
isolated myself. I haven’t been able to see
my grandchildren and my family. Going
out, serving the community, and helping
the community get through the pandemic
helped me get through it. If this experience has taught us anything, it is that we
all need each other.”
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rowing up, Erin Lapidus had little
interest in working for her father’s
financial services firm, JBL Financial, even though her father, Jeff Lapidus,
made frequent attempts to recruit her.
When she graduated from college, she
began working for the American Cancer
Society, where she successfully raised
funds and helped the organization run its
annual Relay for Life fundraising event.
“Even though my Dad was in the
financial services industry his entire adult
life and my grandfather was also in the
field, I was never that interested,” Erin
said. “I was also a little intimidated by the
industry.”
When her nonprofit employer went
through a reorganization 10 years ago,
Erin started to think more about her future. She finally decided to join the family
business, JBL Financial.
“Once I started (with the family business), I realized it was a great fit for me,”
she said.
Whoever believes millennials are lazy
and unmotivated never met Erin. The
35-year-old began at JBL by specializing
in health insurance, helping clients to
transition from group health insurance to
Medicare insurance. She then branched
out into an investment advisory role. Now
as vice president of the company, she’s
managing staff as well as advising clients.
“The key for our firm is building

relationships,”
she said. “We
really get to
know our
clients on the
front end,
and we want
to know how
we can help
them. We
have the attitude, ‘What can
we do for our clients vs. what can our
clients do for us? We think retirement
should be a fun, exciting experience for
people. They have worked their whole
lives to get there. It shouldn’t be something terrifying.”
Erin is also a co-host of “Straight Talk
on Retirement” every Saturday from 10
am-11 am on 550 AM-KTRS where she
shares her expertise live every week. As a
35-year-old, she brings a unique experience and knowledge to retirement discussions. “People get to hear us talk about
real-life situations,” Erin said. “I think
it resonates with listeners. Most people
have the same questions and concerns
going into retirement.”
“I love putting a puzzle together for clients,” she said. “It’s an exciting challenge
to come up with creative ways to solve
problems for clients, especially solutions
they haven’t thought about.”

– Attention –
Construction Contracting Opportunities
Brockmiller Construction is a General Contractor located in Farmington, MO - about 70 miles
south of St. Louis. Brockmiller specializes in commercial, industrial and institutional new
construction and renovation.
Brockmiller Construction requests bid proposals from all trades for upcoming State and Federal
projects in the Southeast Missouri area. We are committed to the use of minority-owned, womenowned, service-disabled-veteran-owned, and disadvantaged business enterprises. We request bids
from minority-owned, women-owned, service-disabled-veteran-owned, and disadvantaged business enterprise subcontractors and suppliers on all our projects. If you are interested in construction opportunities in St. Francois and surrounding counties, please call today.

(573) 756-2516
An equal opportunity employer - Minorities/Females/Disabled/Veterans
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leGAL MATTERS
by william j. bruin, jr.

SMART BUSINESS
by RICHARD AVDOIAN

2021 Missouri Real Estate Taxes —
And Appeals

Trending And Expected —
Empathy In The Workplace

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has
caused an extreme financial hardship on most, if not all, Missouri
families. As such, many owners of real estate are investigating how best to reduce
their outstanding financial obligations
and save resources wherever possible.
Given this crisis, one obvious area to
investigate is real estate tax liability. Missouri reassesses all real estate every oddnumbered year (e.g., 2019, 2021, etc.).
In even-numbered years, local Missouri
assessors normally allow values to remain
unchanged from the prior odd-numbered
year. 2021 is a reassessment year for all
Missouri local assessors.
Real Estate Assessment
Real estate assessment is the process
of local county assessors placing a fair
market valuation and classification on
all real estate. Missouri properties are
divided into three classifications: commercial, residential, and agricultural. If
the assessed valuation changes during
the reassessment, the assessor sends out a
Notice of Assessment to the taxpayer.
Appeal of Real
Estate Valuation
Valuations
are typically
available in
late spring to
early summer.
If you disagree
with the county
assessor’s
valuation, you
can appeal the
property tax.
Appeals must be filed on or before the
second Monday of July. In 2021, all appeals must be filed on or before Monday,
July 12, 2021.
To file an appeal, obtain the proper
real estate tax appeal forms (generally
found on the local Board of Equalization (BOE) website). File the forms and
submit evidence to support your opinion
of the fair market value on your property
to the local BOE.
Assessed Valuation
Once the fair market value of the
property has been determined, the asses-
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sor must apply the appropriate percentage to the fair market value. In Missouri,
commercial property is assessed at 32% of
the fair market value as January 1 of the
reassessment year. Residential property is
assessed at 19% of the fair market value.
Finally, agricultural property is assessed at
12% of the fair market value.
Real Estate Taxes
The tax on real property is determined
by the assessed valuation of the property
multiplied by the actual tax rate set by the
local government where the property is
located. Tax bills are generally mailed out
annually in late fall with payment due on
or before December 31. If real estate taxes
are not paid when due, the taxes become
a lien on the property with interest and
penalties possibly added after January 1 of
the following year.
Real Estate Tax Appeals: The Local BOE
and Beyond
An experienced real estate tax attorney
is highly recommended for real estate tax
appeals. You must present clear evidence
that the assessed valuation of the property
is incorrect and
provide supporting documentation of your
opinion as to
the correct valuation.
Hearings
before the Board
of Equalization
are generally
held in July and
August each
year. Written
decisions are received within 30 days. If
you are unhappy with the decision, you
can then file an appeal with State Tax
Commission of Missouri (“STC”). The
STC appeal must be filed within 30 days
of the BOE decision or before September
30, whichever comes first. n
William J. Bruin, Jr., a real estate attorney
with Danna McKitrick, P.C., practices in the
areas of real estate, real estate development,
and real estate tax appeals; banking and
finance; Section 1031 IRC like-kind exchanges;
and corporate law. He can be reached at
314.889.7162 or wbruin@dmfirm.com.

E

mpathy in the workplace was never
really mentioned or expected when
I first made the shift from a behavioral medicine professional to starting my
business more than 20 years ago. In fact,
when I include my professional background or mentioned mental health in a
conversation, in my marketing materials
or proposals it was a deterrent. Being empathetic was and for many still considered
being to touchy, feely and believe to have
no place in the workplace.
Today, however employees from all
generations are not only receptive to but
expect workplaces and particularly management and colleagues to be more empathetic. Businesses owners and executives
that do not incorporate being empathetic
in the workplace culture will not only find
it difficult to attract ideal employees but
may rick losing key employees to other
companies who have embraced the importance of empathy.
Many companies who jumped on the
bandwagon creating a playful workplace
with pool tables, ping pong, foosball and
elaborate coffee/beverage stations in
hopes to attract the millennials are now
finding that is not enough. Employees
seek and expect a healthy, supportive
workplace and leaders who are empathetic
and are avoiding toxic, stressful work
environments.
For business owners and executives
to continue to survive and be profitable
they need to embrace and adopt these
attitude changes that are expected from all
generations. These changes for many will
require an internal personal self-examination and additional training not previously included in leadership training.
What it takes to be an empathetic business owner/executive.
n Understand the importance of empathy.
First, we must recognize empathy in
business was not mentioned in BS or
MBA programs or leadership books. For
many it will feel awkward to discuss and
even more difficult to express. It is more
than simply being nice, an empathetic
business owner can recognize and understands what another person feels, is experi-

encing and needs from their perspective.
Employees are generally uncomfortable
talking about stress and anxiety at work,
which contribute to more intense stress
and elevated anxiety. Empathetic business owners create environments where
staff feel safe and encouraged to express
their stress and bouts feeling anxious. It
is not necessary to know the source or
details of the employee’s stress or anxiety,
just offer support and work with them to
make their work less stressful by listening
observing and understanding how they
work, their strengths and where they
need mentoring or changes in assignments.
n Take Time to Think before Quickly
Reacting.
For many business owners and
executives their immediate reaction to
something going wrong or not meeting
a deadline is to blow up, scold and make
hasty assumptions rather than taking to
time get the facts first. An empathetic
owner will ask questions, ask for an
explanation, encourage employees to
acknowledge mistakes, and jointly identify solutions and identify if a policy and
procedure needs to be either developed
or modified.
n Shift from a strict leadership mindset
to a leader/mentor mindset.
Use performance reviews, daily
observation, and effective listening to
identify employees’ individual strengths,
potential and offer opportunities to
elevate their skills which will strengthen
the team and work culture. An empathetic owner encourages employees and
management to ask for what they need
to succeed and ask questions, so they see
work as a place to fully explore, grow and
advance. This shift not only benefits the
employees but will create a work culture
of others establishing mentorship relations within the work force. All with a
strong empathetic mindset. n
Richard Avdoian is president/CEO of the
Midwest Business Institute Inc., a business
consulting and training firm. For information
about training and seminars, contact Richard
at 618-972-8588 or Richard@RichardAvdoian.
com.
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VALUE PROPOSITION
by DAVE DRISCOLL

the extraordinary workplace
by judy ryan

An Inclusive Culture Is A Winning Culture Will Your Business’ Value Transfer 		
“An individual has not started living until he can rise above the narrow confines of
To A New Owner?
his individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity.”
— Martin Luther Kind, Jr.

W

hat a noteworthy time to be
a business leader, witnessing significant contrasts of
thought and diverse paths regarding
interpersonal dynamics. I am inspired
to write this article about inclusiveness
based on three recent instances that
touched me deeply and reflect my own
value system and convictions. I see a
movement of people waking up to the
value and commitment of win/win and
inclusive practices, even as others fear
the opportunity.
One example is Dan Price, a thought
leader who heads up Gravity Payments,
a credit-card-processing company. Like
any significant change agent, he is
both revered and scorned. Whether he
intended to or not, he has disrupted the
status quo by taking time to consider
the needs of every employee and increasing the minimum pay of all his staff
to $70K per year or more, out of his
own pocket. He models social interest:
thoughtful consideration of consequences that he causes others. Price includes
practical care for all in proximity to him.
Not only has he tripled his business, he
has created a community of caring and
service-minded people who adore him
and care about others, too. Price knows
that when everyone wins, extraordinary
things happen. He has created a radically inclusive culture by believing in
people and in enough: enough money,
time, ideas, joy, and love.
Next, I watched The Queen’s Gambit,
a powerful series on Netflix about a
chess genius who commits to her passion and overcomes many obstacles to
succeed at the highest level. A notable
moment is when another chess grandmaster (probably second to her in skill)
says, “The Russians have an advantage
over us Americans because they help
one another succeed. We in the US are
so wedded to our precious individualism, we don’t appreciate and allow for
mutual support.” The conclusion of the
program is the breaking of that individualism, as a team of encouraging supporters ensure her incredible success.
The third example involved a social
media clip of State Representative James
Talarico from Austin, Texas. He offered
a prayer on the floor of Congress, something that usually repels me, especially
because such activities often commu-

nicate, “Our faith is right and yours is
wrong.” This often causes separation
and an ‘us’ against ‘them’ experience
for many. I heard his prayer naming and
honoring multiple faiths at their best,
indicating their equally important contributions to love. To my surprise, many
people vehemently reacted with outrage
to his mutual inclusion of multiple faith
traditions.
Too often leaders, including business
leaders, have bought into the notion that
issues of humanity and mutual benefit
weaken results. Then we preserve systems
of conventional separation across levels
of archaic and oppressive hierarchies.
This misconception is common: the
valuing of inequality that results in
insecure, discouraged division between
‘haves’ and ‘have-nots.’ Not only does
such divisiveness hurt the ‘have-nots’, it
hurts everyone. Repeatedly, we see that
such separation leads to losses and inefficiencies, even though the illusion is gains
which are passionately pursued by those
wedded to ‘dog-eat-dog’ and ‘what’s in
it for me?’ Contrary to this scarcity idea,
many are waking up to the truth that
by investing in all people, only then can
extraordinary, positive outcomes occur.
In our work with culture transformation, we support and prove that conditions and conversations prioritizing
mutual respect, psychological safety,
shared power, and equity and inclusion
for all (from CEO to front-line staff)
bring about productivity and generosity
at unseen levels and with untold value.
Our goal is to build on the momentum
of new initiatives to create inclusive systems despite encounters with people who
cling to outdated, oppressive systems of
coercion and callousness. If you are at
the point of realizing inclusion is a fulfilling and rewarding path forward for you,
you may not know where to start. We
can help. Let us. n
Judy Ryan (judy@LifeworkSystems.com), human systems specialist, is owner of LifeWork
Systems. Join her in her mission to create a
world in which all people love their lives. She
can also be reached at 314-239-4727.
People hire LifeWork Systems because we help
businesses become agile and manage their priority system: their human system. I hope this
article helps you make sense of what’s most
crucial to your evolving organization!
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Owner B- The owner is in the center
losely-held business value can be deof all operations. Employees look to the
fined as what the business is worth
owner for guidance and decisions on
to someone without the owner.
There is so much going on in that seem- day-to-day issues due to a fear of suffering
consequences if everything is not done
ingly simple statement that it’s hard to
the owner’s way. The owner seldom takes
decide where to begin. Let’s break down
vacation and when he or she finally does,
the sentence...
they call in multiple times per day to
A “closely-held business” is a business
trouble shoot and control operations.
whose shares are held by only one or a
Both companies have similar cash flows
small number of stockholders. The stockand, from a pure cash flow multiple of
holders typically have a common interest
like-kind sales, have equal values. But
in the company (i.e., family members),
which business is likely to maintain its
and the shares of stock are generally not
cash flow with a new owner?
traded in the public stock market.
Clearly, Owner A is much more likely
Next, “value”…
to receive a fair value
Value is an opinion
they sell the busibased on a profesMost owners are relying on when
ness. Owner A may not
sional’s perception at a
point in time given the the sale of their business to only get the maximum
fund their retirement nest
price, but also better
market. It is not a hard
fact. Value, aka selling
egg. How you manage your terms due to a buyer’s
price, must then be
business on a daily basis has confidence and their
own ability to maintain
mutually agreed upon
a real impact on achieving
the business’ cash flow.
by both seller and
the retirement of your hopes
Owner B is not likely
buyer.
and dreams.
to receive the expected
Fair market value
market value when
or “what a business
selling their business.
is worth” then is the
amount at which a business would change Any company that is owner-dependent
will have difficulty transferring the value
hands between a willing seller and a willvia business cash flow under a new owner,
ing buyer when neither is acting under
presenting more risk to prospective buycompulsion, and when both have reasoners. If the business does attract a buyer’s
able knowledge of relevant facts.
attention, not only will the value (selling
And then the end of the sentence has
the most significant impact… without the price) be less, but the terms will likely
require the seller to share in the risk
owner!
through earnouts contingent on future
“Without the owner” drives and influences the meaning of the entire sentence. cash flow.
Most owners are relying on the sale of
Here are two examples of owners of
their business to fund a major portion of
closely-held small businesses that may
change your opinion and behavior in your their retirement nest egg. How you manage your business on a daily basis has a
own situation.
real impact on achieving the retirement of
Owner A- The owner has worked hard
your hopes and dreams. n
to empower employees to take ownerDave Driscoll is president of Metro Business
ship of responsibilities and supports
Advisors, a business brokerage, valuation and
them making decisions. The company
exit planning firm helping owners of companies
thoroughly trains employees for their
with revenue up to $20 million sell their most
positions and has manuals that define
valuable asset. Reach Dave at DDriscoll@
processes. The owner can take time off
MetroBusinessAdvisors.com or 314-303-5600.
from the business without disruption (to
For more information, visit 			
the business or the vacation).
www.MetroBusinessAdvisors.com.
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Unlimited Year Round Refreshment
Where You Work!

 Variety of Styles
 Water by the Case
 Premium Drinking Water or Spring Water  Cups
 Cold or Hot/Cold Dispensers
 Coffee Service

314-227-4602

www.unlimitedwater.net

6891 Hazelwood Ave. - Berkeley, MO 63134
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